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Here is some general day to day advice you can help a client with: 

 Vodafone APN 

APN: internet 

User Name: web 

Password: web 

 

 O2 SIM 

APN: mobile.o2.co.uk 

User Name: o2web 

Password: password 

O2 iPhone APN: 

APN: idata.o2.co.uk 

User Name: vertigo 

Password: password 

 

 Vodafone SIM 

Vodafone SIMS begin 89441000.. 

If the SIM asks for a PIN, enter the default 0000 and if doesn’t work, don’t attempt again, contact the 

Zest4 Partner Care with the SIM no and ask for advice. 

 

 O2 SIM 

O2 SIMS begin 89441100.. 

If the SIM asks for a PIN, try 5555, then 0000 and if neither work, don’t attempt again, contact the 

Zest4 Partner Care team with the SIM no and ask for advice. 

 



 
 

 Vodafone Voicemail 121 

It's available to all VF customers and is ready to go on all new VF phones. If it's switched off, you can 

turn it on by calling 1211 free of charge from your mobile. 1210 deactivates the service. Set a 

voicemail PIN before roaming. 

 

 O2 Voicemail 901 

It's available to all O2 customers and is ready to go on all new O2 phones. If it's switched off, you can 

turn it on by calling 1750 free of charge from your mobile. 8705 is the default PIN. Set a voicemail 

PIN before roaming. 

 

 Vodafone Text Message Settings 

Message service centre settings 
 

 +447785016005 for Pay Monthly 
 

 

 O2 Text Message Settings 

Message service centre settings 
 

 +447802000332 for Pay Monthly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 Diverts 
 

With call diverts you can divert incoming calls to any UK fixed phone or mobile. There are four call 

diversion options available which you can set up from your mobile:  

 

Not Reachable Divert 

To activate ** 62 * phone number # SEND 
 
To cancel ## 62 # SEND 
 
To check status * # 62 # SEND 
 
Divert calls when busy 

To activate ** 67 * 901 # SEND 
 
To cancel ## 67 # SEND 
 
To check status * # 67 # SEND 

Divert calls when there is no reply 

To activate ** 61 * phone number * 11 * no seconds# SEND 
 
To cancel  ## 61 # SEND 
 
To check status * # 61 # SEND 
 
Divert all calls 

To activate ** 21 * phone number # SEND 
 
To cancel ## 21 # SEND 
 
To check status * # 21 # SEND 
 
To cancel all call diverts  ## 002 # SEND 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 Basic checks for phone/network issues 

Please ask the client the following, as in the majority of time, an issue is resolved from doing the 

below: 

 Has the customer got a signal? Ask the customer to check signal on their handset. 

 Complete a manual roam on the handset 

 Does the sim work in another device? 

 Are there other users affected? If so, capture the post code and contact Zest4 Partner Care. 

 
Top Tips for signal issues!! 
 
Leave your Phone turned on all the time? 
When users leave their phone turned on for days at a time, their phone can sometimes stop 
speaking to the network effectively (it stops updating).   
 
This can then manifest as a number of different symptoms e.g. SMS being received late (including 
voicemail alerts), people going straight to voicemail without the phone even ringing, loss of signal, 
etc. 
 
This issue can occur on any network.  The great news though, is that it is easy to fix (it is also 
advisable that people should also get their phones to update following any temporary network 
issues): 
 

 Turn your phone off every 3-4 day days for 10-15 mins. 

 Complete a Manual Roam, forcing your phone to update on the network (can be done is 
Settings app of most handsets) 

 
 
Does your signal fluctuate or are you getting dropped calls? Try locking your phone to 2G/3G only. 
Most phones in the UK are set to connect to 3G signal as a preference.  4G preferred if 4G enabled 
and switched on. If 3G is not available, phones will automatically utilise 2G sites (shows as EDGE or 
GPRS on the phone).  However, an active call does not always hand over seamlessly from a 2G site to 
a 3G one (and vice-versa), which can result in calls dropping. 
 
Whilst in most cases users experience a stable service and are able to make calls seamlessly, they 
might experience issues when travelling and passing through an area which has 3G to one that does 
not. Or, when they are static an in an area where the 3G signal is present but weak (3G coverage can 
also contract dependant on the number of people using a site, resulting in loss of 3G). 
 
It is also worth mentioning that if you are affected by this issue, you occasionally might not be able 
to make calls despite showing full coverage on 2G. This may be due to your phone being about to 
switch back to a 3G site. 
 
The normal sign to this being the root cause of an issue is that you might see the signal fluctuating 
on the phone through the day, despite being in the same location. 



 
 
 
If you are experiencing problems, try locking your phone to 2G only (this stops it trying to pick up on 
a weak 3G signal) and resolves most issues in poor 3G signal areas.  It’s really easy to switch back 
when you are in a stronger signal area.  
If an issue is not resolved from the above, then report to the Zest4 Partner Care team. 

 

 

 Mobile Data Tips 

 

 
It is easy to quantify certain things – a 5MB MP3 download will use 5MB of data, a 2MB Word 
document will use 2MB of data – but many internet-related tasks and activities use data at a rate 
that is more difficult to quantify. 
 
Web pages can vary from only a few KB of data (1024KB = 1MB) to well over 1MB and so it is difficult 
to accurately predict how much data you may use in an hour of surfing the net – it will depend 
largely on the sites you visit, how many pages you visit, the content of those pages etc. Pages with 
embedded video or a large number of images will transfer significantly more data than pages which 
are largely text. 
 
Media such as audio and particularly video will require considerably more data transfer to take place 
than web pages or instant messaging your friends – a typical 4 minute MP3 track will require around 
4-8 MB depending on quality, while video requires far more – downloading an entire film could use 
the best part of 1 GB – in some cases this might be your entire monthly allowance! Using 
applications such as Spotify to stream high-quality audio on the move will also eat into your data 
bundle at a significant rate. 
 
The table below contains some indications of likely data transfer for common internet-related tasks: 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Further data information: 
 
Just in case you were wondering what all these bits, bytes and the like actually represent: 
 
1 bit = a binary digit – the smallest unit of data on a computer – it is either a zero or a one. 
8 bits = 1 byte 
1 kilobyte (KB) = 1024 bytes 
1 megabyte (MB) = 1024 kilobytes (1,048,576 bytes) 
1 gigabyte (GB) = 1024 megabytes (1,073,741,824 bytes) 
1 terabyte (TB) = 1024 gigabytes (1,099,511,627,776 bytes) 
 
All values are approximate 

 

 Disputed Data Usage 

High amounts of data usage are often disputed by the customer. Identify from the client what type 
of device they are using. 

The first thing to do is check that the number has the correct data tariff added by checking the bolt-
on on the Zest4 Self-Serve Portal.  It is always best to double check that the service has been 
provisioned correctly first, to identify an immediate problem. 

The next step is check the CDR the customer is disputing to see all the usage. You can request a call 
extract by emailing partnercare@zest4.com 

Once you have the CDR you will be able to see if the usage is either short amounts of data used over 
a long period of time or if the usage is large amounts of data at a specific time. 

Possible explanations for high Data charges 

Automatic Updates/Downloads 

A device may have been receiving automatic downloads or be set to automatically download 
updates without the customer being aware of it. They should check the configuration of their device. 

If frequent downloading of the same data volume occurs at regular intervals it is prudent to check 
the settings of the customer’s device or data card for this reason.   

 

Failure to quit or exit a browser 

Many devices allow the user to access the internet and at the same time ring out and take calls. This 
keeps the internet browser open, enabling the phone to carry on browsing. If this is not cancelled 
correctly (generally shows on mobile as “quit browsing” or “exit browsing”) then the chargeable 
connection to the internet is maintained until either the phone is turned off or the user does quit or 
exit the browser. Therefore if any data is transmitted while the phone is in other use the customer is 
using their bundle/incurring a charge.  

O2 data is bundled and billed on the invoices at midnight on the day after it was made. Exact times 
of the usage can be obtained if escalated if necessary to the Zest4 Partner Care team. 

Dongles left in computers/laptops 

mailto:partnercare@zest4.com


 
 
Even if software is configured not to auto-update, leaving a Data card in a machine accidentally can 
result in it receiving various types of data e.g. Antivirus software activity, firewall activity, Microsoft 
updates etc, as well as emails. Because the customer has a continuous link with the network through 
the dongle, the bill can show bytes downloading over a long period of time. The billing often shows 
times through the night as people forget to remove their Data card. 

‘Push’ emails 

On devices allowing users to have their emails forwarded to their handsets, this costs the user and 
can look like small amounts of data throughout a day. Obviously we provide bundles and bolt-ons to 
tariffs that minimize the cost of push-email data, but if a customer exceeds their tariff allowance 
they be charged as per the Zest4 tariff guide. 

All of the above can affect a customer’s invoice even more significantly if a device or dongle is used 
abroad. 

Some customers will request information on which websites have been visited and what has been 
downloaded. The most straightforward way to track web usage is to view the browser history. If this 
has been deleted then the ‘cookies’ stored by the customer’s machine can be used to show which 
sites have been accessed. Cookies are files that indicate when a site has been visited and allow a 
browser to create its history log. Referencing the browser history or cookies should show when a 
website was visited and this can be referenced to a bill.  

If the customer reports that this shows nothing, then it will not be possible to identify any data 

transmissions that have contributed to the customer’s invoice. 

 


